1. 3885  Ref: Sea Anchor, Broaching  B
When a sea anchor for a lifeboat is properly rigged, it will __________.
A. completely stop the lifeboat from drifting  C. prevent the lifeboat from pitching
B. help to prevent broaching  D. None of the above

2. 3886  Ref: Sea Anchor, Broaching  B
When a sea anchor for a survival craft is properly rigged, it will __________.
A. completely stop the survival craft from drifting  C. prevent the survival craft from pitching
B. help to prevent broaching  D. prevent the survival craft from rolling

3. 4764  Ref: Sea Anchor, Broaching, 46 CFR 199.175(b)(27)  B
You are in a lifeboat in a heavy sea. Your boat is dead in the water and unable to make way. To prevent broaching, you should __________.
A. take no action, broaching is recommended in a heavy sea
B. put out the sea anchor
C. put out the sea painter
D. fill the bottom of the boat with about one foot of water to make it ride better

4. 5068  Ref: Sea Anchor, Capsizing  D
Your rescue craft is broken down and rolling in heavy seas. You can reduce the possibility of capsizing by __________.
A. shifting the rudder constantly  C. moving all personnel aft
B. moving all personnel forward and low  D. rigging a sea anchor

5. 308  Ref: Sea Anchor, Definition  B
A sea anchor is __________.
A. a heavy anchor with an extra long line used to anchor in deep water
B. a cone shaped bag used to slow down the wind drift effect
C. a pad eye to which the sea painter is made fast
D. made of wood if it is of an approved type

6. 687  Ref: Sea Anchor, Emergency Construction  D
An emergency sea anchor may be constructed by using __________.
A. a boat bucket  C. an oar and canvas weighted down
B. an air tank filled with water  D. All of the above

7. 3887  Ref: Sea Anchor, Heavy Surf  B
When a sea anchor is used in landing stern first in a heavy surf, sternway is checked by __________.
A. slacking the tripping line and towing the sea anchor from the stern
B. slacking the tripping line and towing the sea anchor by the holding line
C. towing with the tripping line and leaving the holding line slack
D. towing the apex end forward with the tripping line

8. 4137  Ref: Sea Anchor, Holding Line  A
When you stream a sea anchor, you should make sure that the holding line is __________.
A. long enough to cause the pull to be more horizontal than downward
B. long enough to reach bottom
C. short enough to cause the pull to be downward
D. short enough to avoid tangling

9. 2083  Ref: Sea Anchor, Oil  D
Spreading oil on the open sea has the effect of __________.
A. diminishing the height of the seas
B. lengthening the distance between successive crests
C. increasing the height of the seas
D. preventing the wave crests from breaking
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10. 1553 D014SA Ref: Sea Anchor, Part D
In the illustration, the sea anchor is number _________.
A. 1  C. 14
B. 12  D. 18

11. 926 Ref: Sea Anchor, Trip Line C
Due to the shape of the sea anchor, the best way to haul it back aboard is by
A. hauling in on the anchor line as you would any anchor
B. getting all hands to assist
C. its trip line
D. cutting the line, as you cannot haul it back in

12. 2922 Ref: Sea Anchor, Trip Line C
The purpose of the tripping line on a sea anchor is to __________.
A. aid in casting off  C. aid in its recovery
B. direct the drift of the vessel  D. maintain maximum resistance to broaching

13. 587 Ref: Sea Anchor, Use D
After abandoning ship, you should deploy the sea anchor from a liferaft to __________.
A. keep the liferaft from capsizing  C. keep personnel from getting seasick
B. navigate against the current  D. stay in the general location

14. 1469 Ref: Sea Anchor, Use D
In good weather, you should deploy the sea anchor from the liferaft to __________.
A. keep the liferaft from capsizing  C. keep personnel from getting seasick
B. navigate against the current  D. stay in the general location

15. 2980 D014SA Ref: Sea Anchor, Use D
The sea anchor shown as item number 18 will NOT __________.
A. check the liferaft’s way  C. reduce the possibility of capsizing or broaching
B. keep the liferaft end on to the sea  D. right the raft if it inflates inverted

16. 3441 Ref: Sea Anchor, Use A
Using a sea anchor will __________.
A. reduce the drift rate of the liferaft  C. aid in recovering the liferaft
B. keep the liferaft from turning over  D. increase your visibility

17. 3442 Ref: Sea Anchor, Use A
Using a sea anchor will __________.
A. reduce your drift rate  C. aid in recovering the liferaft
B. keep the liferaft from turning over  D. increase your visibility

18. 3443 Ref: Sea Anchor, Use A
Using a sea anchor with the survival craft will __________.
A. reduce your drift rate  C. aid in recovering the survival craft
B. keep the survival craft from turning over  D. increase your visibility

19. 3444 Ref: Sea Anchor, Use A
Using a sea anchor with the survival craft will __________.
A. reduce your drift rate  C. aid in recovering the survival craft
B. keep the survival craft from turning over  D. increase your visibility